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ABSTRACT
Indonesia is currently one of the largest coffee producers in the world, and involved in exporting coffee countries.
The financial series data such as export value of coffee is highly volatile in both mean and variance. Thereby, the
model of ARIMA with order p,d,q is one way to deal with error. The aim of this study is to determine the best-fitted
ARIMA(p,d,q) model to forecast the monthly series of export of coffee from January 2005 to April 2020. The
findings suggest that ARIMA(1,3,1) is the best-selected model due to its very significant p-value (less than 0.0001),
which showed that the model is applicable for forecasting.  The model is then used to establish the prediction of
ExCof monthly data for the next 12 months.  Further results on forecasting of the export value of coffee show an
increasing trend.
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I.  INTRODUCTIONCurrently, Indonesia is one of commodityproducers of coffee in the world. As a matter offact, 70% of commodity coffee in Asiancountries is produced by small and traditionalfarmers (Oxfam et al., 2001). While the demandof coffee around the globe increases, the exportvalue of Indonesian coffee shows an increasingtrend. It is because on the downstream industry,there have been a coffee shop and coffeeconsumption has become a necessity in dailylives.Xiong et al. (2015) showed in his empirical studythat risk management, price speculation inparticular, in commodity trading should bemeasured, calculated, forecasted, and analysedmore accurately, since it might become a policybenchmark for decision makers and for tradingvalue. In addition, the characteristic of exportvalue of coffee is similar to time-series data setthat has a complex and dynamic stability level,so it is interesting and challenging to bepredicted.This study is to assess time-series data of oneexport commodity in agriculture industry, which

is historical export value of coffee fromIndonesia. Time-series data is the sequence ofobservations over some intervals (Wei, 2006),either stationary or non-stationary. It then canbe modelled by some certain analytical tools tohave a fitted forecasting model (Tsay, 2014). Oneof which is Autoregressive Integrated MovingAverage (ARIMA) model of order p,d,q.Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average(ARIMA) model is suggested to have a fittedmeasurement as a forecasting model. Azhar etal. (2020) used ARIMA assumption as statisticaland analytical tool in modelling daily stock priceslisted in Jakarta Islamic Index (JII).Meanwhile, aforecasting model can be divided into somespecification of short-term, middle-term, andlong-term (Montgomery et al., 2008). In fact,studies with short-term forecasting applyingtime-series data set shows relatively small levelof error (Chen et al., 1995; Moghram & Rahman,1989; Virginia et al., 2018).
II.  MATERIALS AND METHODThe data used in this study are the export valueof coffee (thousands of USD) obtained fromBank of Indonesia 2005 to 2020. According toSampson (2001), the first step in ARIMA
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modelling is to station the series, which is afundamental concept. Therefore, it is a necessityto check the stationary of the series using theAugmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) unit-root testby conducting the hypothesis where H0  equalsto zero (Azhar et al., 2020). This ismathematically equated as follows:
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ADF Test:                                                    (1)

H0 is rejected if t and the p-value are less than -2.57 and 0.05, respectively, at 95% confidence(Brockwell & Davis, 2002). In addition to theADF test, autocorrelation function (ACF) andpartial autocorrelation function (PACF) areexhibited to have a clear picture of the stationaryseries. The test of ACF and PACF are also used todetermine the data, which is a fundamental toolin identifying the ARIMA model for forecasting(Montgomery et al., 2008). Brockwell & Davis(1991) analysed the equation of ARIMA modelas follows:
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Figure 1. Data Plotting of Coffee Export

However, by using SAS output, equation (2) issimplified as follows:
  ptptt ExCofExCofExCof  ...11

tqtqt    ...11                                                                     (3)

There are two ways of scoring ARIMA modelbased on its log-likelihood and complexity,namely Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) andSchwartz Bayesian Criterion (SBC).
III.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Data Descriptive and Stationarity
        ConditionThe study attempts to analyse monthly data ofIndonesian Coffee Export from January 2005 toApril 2020. Overall, as shown on Figure 1, theobserved data fluctuates with high volatility untilthe end of study period. Starting from slightlymore than 30 point (in thousands of USD), itgradually increased up to tenth data before itplummeted to reach just above 20. Afterwards,it moved up and down sharply, and it reached itspeak on its 90th data observation at around 160point. The remaining behaviour data movementwas also very volatile with the last data reachingonly approximately 60s point.Further stage is to convert the non-stationaryinto stationary; otherwise, it becomes lesseffective to model the forecasting setting. In thisstage, the technique that also supports the modelis conducted by differencing the data with somecertain lags.Table 1 indicates probability value of zero meanis more than the acceptance value of 0.05,showing the data set has not met the conditionof stationary. Figure 2a of ACF and 2b of PACFrespectively also depict non-stationary as the
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Table 1.  Augmented Dickey-Fuller Unit Root Tests
Type Lags Rho Pr < Rho Tau Pr < Tau F Pr > FZero Mean 1 -2.4151 0.2851 -1.0442 0.2664Single Mean 1 -29.1905 0.0013 -3.9079 0.0025 7.6515 <.0010Trend 1 -33.4116 0.0028 -4.0275 0.0095 8.2808 0.0040

Figure 2. (a)Autocorrelation Function (ACF) and (b) Partial Autocorrelation Function (PACF)

former experiences a decay movement while theletter has a value outside the acceptance regionof zero.
3.2.  Stationary TransformationFurthermore, the behaviour data set has alsoshown a non-stationary condition, in whichmean and volatility are not in around circle ofzero. This can be proven statistically from testof Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF), ACF andPACF graphs.Figure 3 shows that after differencing 3, the plotdata becomes at around zero. It should be notedthat the data is not stationary with differencing1 or 2. The graph also demonstrates that the errorpredictions of the first 50 data are homogenous.

Figure 3. Residual Plot After Differencing 3 (d=3)However, between 50 and 100 data it tends to belarger than at  2 standard deviation, and someare beyond the two standard errors, which areconfirmed in Figure 1. Meanwhile, the last 50data, the data set come back to have 1 standarddeviation of residuals.The transformed stationary is also supportedwith ADF test as well as the graphs of ACF andPACF as follows presented Table 2 and Figure 4.Table 2, and Figures 4a, 4b are shown thestationary data after differencing 3 (d=3), and itbecomes stationary because ACF movementnow is moving down faster, with a significantcorrelation of residuals, and p-value <0.0010.These show that the series has no
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autocorrelation after differencing because it isbeyond the regression limit.
3.3. Forecasting ModelThe stationary stage is followed by designing theARIMA model that fits the forecasting data set.Therefore, Table 3 and 4 present the parametersof estimation for the ARIMA (1,3,1) model.According to the data analysis of ARIMA (p, d, q)as shown on Table 3 and 4, the model estimationof autoregressive AR(1), differencing (3), andmoving average MA(1), are exhibited as follows:

Figure 4. Plot of (a) ACF and (b) PACF After Differencing 3 (d=3)

Parameter Estimate Standard Error t Value Approx Pr > |t| LagMU* 0.58818 0.65194 0.90 0.3682 0MA1,1 0.92080 0.03937 23.39 <.0001 1AR1,1 1.51246 0.05677 26.64 <.0001 1

Table 3. Conditional Least Squares Estimation Parameter for Model ARIMA (1,1,1)

*) MU is mean term

Table 2. ADF Unit Root Tests After Differencing 3 (d=3)
Type Lags Rho Pr < Rho Tau Pr < Tau F Pr > FZero Mean 1 -67.2306 <.0001 -5.76 <.0001Single Mean 0 -67.2504 0.0013 -5.75 <.0001 16.52 0.0010Trend 1 -67.5601 0.0005 -5.75 <.0001 16.51 0.0010

 15125,11105,0 tt ExCofExCof

t 19208,0                                                                    (4)The model is confirmed to fit both the AR(p)and MA(q) parameters with a significant p-value

of less than 0.0001. Equation (4) is furtherinterpreted by holding all variables on a fixedaverage and forecasting that share prices aregoing to decrease by 0.11. A decrease by 1 unitof Cofext-1 in AR(1) estimation tends to have aneffect of 1.51 on MA(1) and another variableconstant on average. Conversely, when bothAR(1) and constant estimates are fixed, its MAå-1 decreases the average by 0.92. Therefore, themodel is used to predict the share prices volatilityof ExCof for the next 12 months, which istabulated and graphed as follows.Table 5 and Figure 5 show a gradual increase forforecasting the data of exported coffee for thenext 12 months. However, on the basis ofstatistics, the confidence interval is becomingwider over the forecasted dates. This means the
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Table 4. ARIMA Model Statistical EstimationC onstant E stim ate 0 .11V ariance E stim ate 384.10Std  E rro r E stim ate 19.60A IC 1594.73SB C 1607.52N um ber o f R esiduals 181
Table 5. Forecasts for Variable ExCof

Obs Forecast Std Error 95%  Confidence Limits185 63.84 19.60 25.43 102.25186 72.17 22.77 27.53 116.80187 72.19 23.09 26.94 117.44188 74.26 28.81 17.78 130.73189 81.15 29.31 23.70 138.59190 78.59 29.58 20.62 136.56191 77.75 31.17 16.66 138.85192 82.07 31.17 20.96 143.16193 77.64 32.05 14.81 140.46194 75.78 33.18 10.75 140.82195 79.86 33.18 14.82 144.89196 75.80 33.68 9.78 141.81

volatility of prediction is quite high relative tothe interval limits; hence, it might be lessaccurate if longer period is applied.
Figure 5. Forecasts for Excof Data

3.4. Social Economic ImplicationsThe large number of coffee export Indonesia canbe competing in global markets. Indonesian has
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coffee varieties, where Robusta is the biggest.The productive lands for coffee is considerablylarge, which place Indonesia as the third largestcoffee land in the world, shown on Figure 6.Furthermore, Figure 6 shows what has beenanalysed from statistical test for value export ofcoffee in Indonesia. The gradual increase patternwith a relative small error is fitted with theforecasting trend.Socially, this study is to design the alignments tothe coffee farmers in Indonesia. Previous studiesfound that farmers suffered loss as their limitedknowledge about added value of coffee in globalmarkets. Ponte (2002) showed the shifting onconsumption pattern and governance structureof commodity chains that has caused adecreasing income on producer countries, whilea soar increase of benefit earns on internationalroaster companies. With a future projection onexport value of coffee, it may be a benefit for allparties, particularly for farmers to set strategyby holding the productions at price experiencinga downward trend.
IV.  CONCLUSIONAs one of largest coffee producers in the world,understanding more deeply about the movementof export value of coffee (ExCof) is critical,particularly for coffee producers. Thereby,ARIMA model was selected to forecast the seriesof data of ExCof is ARIMA(1,3,1). However,before the analysis was conducted, the values ofp, d, and q were first estimated to ensure the

Figure 6. Fitted Std Error with Its Prediction Patternseries’ were stationary. The data obtained fromJanuary 2005 to April 2020 showed that theyare not stationary, so a differencing order of 3 isapplied to transform it into stationary. Thestationary model of ARIMA(1,3,1), is used todetermine a well-behaved construct and exportvalue volatility due to its significant level ofconfidence, which is low (<0.0001). Therefore,this model has an ability to forecast for thefollowing month. With this prediction model,certain parties may benefit by taking a strategyholding or selling at accordance of current coffeeprices.
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